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STRONG-PRINCIPAL BIMODULES OF NEST ALGEBRAS
We shall show that B(H) can be represented by the strong closure of the linear span of the compounds of a fixed operator in B(H) and the rank one operators, composed only by the vectors of a certain orthonormal basis of H, in a nest algebra, even, under some assumption, in the radical of a nest algebra.
Notations, basic relationships, and introduction
Throughout, the nonzero Hilbert space H under consideration is complex and separable. Subspace means "closed subspace of H " and operator means "bounded linear operator from H into itself." ç is used for "is contained in," while c is reserved for "is properly contained in." We write BÍH) for the set of all operators and KÍH) for the set of all compact operators. The symbol x ® y denotes the rank-1 operator (•, x)y for x, y c H. If S ç H and S" c BÍH), we write RXÍS) for the set of all rank-1 operators composed by vectors in S and R\5^ and RX3P for RxiS)n3' and RxiH)n3" respectively. If M is a subspace, Pm stands for the projection from H onto M. If 3* ç BÍH), [ . Let JV be a complete nest. The symbol R^AJ" is defined to be the class of all operators T in AJ" with the property that given e > 0 there exists a (perhaps infinite) yf-partition {E"} with \\Pe"TPe"\\ < e for each zz.
Obviously, RAJf ç R°°AJf. Finally, the following operator G will play an important role in this paper. We define
where {en} is an orthonormal basis of H and {q¡;} is a family of nonzero complex numbers restrained by Y^f=\ Y^tLi la¿/l2 < +°° ■ It is proved in [2, p. 393 ] that the strong closure of all finite rank operators in a nest of algebra AJf is equal to AJf. Motivated by [1, p. 1], we shall show that BÍH) is the strong-principal bimodule of R\exAJ" with respect to G for a certain orthonormal basis {e"} of H, that is, the representation is possible as long as we substitute the basic units x <g> y of the finite rank operators in the nest algebra by the new basic units [et ®£/)(?(efc ®-e¡l, where e¡®ej and ek®e¡ are rank-1 operators in the nest algebra and are composed only by the elements of a certain orthonormal basis {en} of H. can act as ej and e* as well; If e¡ e B2, for any ej 6 B3, it follows from £, G ÍH-)1-, e¡ c H that e¡ <g> e, G AJf, and for any ek C Bx, it follows from e¡ e H = (({O}-,.)-)-1-, efc G {0}+ that e¡ ® ek c AJf ; If e¡ G #3, it follows from e, G (/L-)x, e¡ c H that e, can act as e¡ and e\ as well.
(ii) {0} = {0}+ and //_ = //. There exists a sequence {Nn}tT-oo in -ŝ atisfying (i) if i < j, then A7,-c A) , (ii) limn^-oo iV" = 0 and lim"^+00 Pn" = I all in the strong operator topology [1, p. 2]. Let B" denote an orthonormal basis of N" e N"_x for each n. We define {e"} = [jt^-oo^n ■ For any e¡ G {e"} , if e¡ G J?" , then any vector in Bm im > n) can act as e¡, while any vector in Bm im < n) can act as e^ .
(iii) The proof for the case either {0} c {0}+ and H-= H or {0} = {0}+ and H-c H is trivial. D Lemma 1.3. Let Jf be a complete nest. Then there exists an orthonormal basis {e"} of H with the property that for any e¡, e¡ G {en} there is a complex number o-ii, j) ¥" 0 sucn that a(i, j)(e, ® e¡) G ÍR\em}AJr)GÍR\en}Ajr).
Proof. Let {e"} be the orthonormal basis of H defined in Lemma 1.2. For any e¡, e¡ G {en} , we can find e¡0, e¡0 G {e"} such that e¡ ®e¡0, ej0®ej G AJ^. In view of the compactness of e ® e and f ® f, neither of the expressions in the theorem is valid. D
